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Figure 1:Super-imposed point clouds: Stuctured light scan (SLS), Multi-view stereo (MVS) by Furukawa et al. [2] and aligned using robust implicit moving least squares [4] (RIMLS) processing.
While the structured light results exhibits less outliers than the MVS approach, it still is noisy, whereas the combined processing produces results of much higher fidelity.

1 Idea

A unique and diverse dataset of real-world
point clouds for post-processing of multi-view
stereo results, e.g. denoising, normal estimation,
and consolidation.

2 Unique

There are many datasets of CAD models
(Shapenet, ModelNet40, SHREC15), or for se-
mantic segmentation (ScanNet, Matterport). In
orders to learn point properties, like normals,
these are re-sampled and noise is added.
Our dataset provides aligned results of different
scanning modalities, i.e., results of three different
MVS algorithms (Campbell, Furukawa [2], Tola)
in conjunction with structured light scans for each
camera position.

3 Diverse

The Robo-Image Dataset [1], we build upon, in-
cludes 124 different scenes of every-day objects.

Figure 2: 40 of the 124 scenes in our data set

4 Real-world

For each scene, images from 49 or 64 calibrated
camera positions under seven different lighting
conditions are taken. This allows to generate
new, or use the provided MVS results in a real-
istic setting, i.e., the scans exhibit realistic noise
characteristics.

Figure 3: MVS vs. estimated ground truth

5 Contribution

SLS are generally of higher quality than MVS
points, i.e. less noise. But there is no 1-to-1 cor-
respondence between the two pointclouds. So it
can’t be used for training and evaluation of con-
solidation methods. Furthermore, noise in the
positions results in noisy normals, because they
usually have to be computed based on the noisy
point positions.

To overcome these issues, we align and denoise
the points in conjunction using the robust implicit
moving least squares [4] (RIMLS) framework.

The result is a novel and challenging dataset
for normal estimation (PCPNet [3], NormalNet,
MC-Net, PCNN, DGCNN) and consolidation
(EC-Net) of pointclouds.

Figure 4: SPSS, APSS, IMLS, RIMLS

6 Example Training Results
To exemplify the usage, we trained PCPNet [3]
on our data set. In Figure 5 the loss for train-
ing and test data is shown. It reaches a value of
approximately 0.2 on the test data, which cor-
responds to an average difference of 16 degrees
in unoriented normal direction.
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Figure 5:Loss on training (orange) and test (blue) data

for PCPNet [3].

7 Future work
Evaluating more architectures, e.g. EC-Net,
on our dataset. Formulating the alignment in
a Bayesian framework to estimate a generative
model.
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